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The perpetrators 

It was in a juice bar in Rock Hill, South Carolina, on February 20, 2018, that Kana Chanel Hill 

agreed to meet with Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent Kristin Gibson. Hill 

admitted to defrauding Nordon Inc, her former employer, a small manufacturing company in 

upstate NY. During the meeting she also implicated her boyfriend, Aaron James Dempsey, who 

had remained in the car parked outside the bar. According to the FBI agents present, Dempsey was 

unhappy about Hill’s confession to Special Agent Gibson and refused to be interviewed.  Hill’s 

admission of guilt was enough for the prosecution of the case to proceed. 

  

Hill and Dempsey met in Rochester in 2014 while working at Nordon. Hill had been working in 

the restaurant business before taking the position of payroll specialist at Nordon in January of 

2014. Everyone at Nordon liked Hill. She had an agreeable demeanor, was accessible to 

administrators and factory workers alike, was good at problem solving and was generous; she 

would sometimes bring breakfast for everyone on the office floor. Dempsey was a competent and 

reliable factory worker and had gained enough respect from his direct supervisor to be assigned 

responsibilities on the factory floor. Unbeknownst to Nordon, Dempsey had a dark past.  When he 

was 18 years old, he fired a gun in a crowded area in downtown Syracuse. The bullet went through 

the chest of a 14 year old boy, whom was part of a group of youngsters that were allegedly chasing 

him. The boy died from his wounds. Dempsey was sentenced to manslaughter and served several 

years in jail.   After his release, Dempsey ran afoul of the law again when he was found in 

possession of a gun during a traffic stop in 2010.  

  

 

http://tinyurl.com/y3vxpnp6
http://tinyurl.com/y3vxpnp6
http://tinyurl.com/yyxdgstq
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The company 

Nordon, of Rochester NY, was founded in 1959 by a German immigrant as a tool and mold shop. 

The small enterprise expanded to become a manufacturer of plastic products by application of 

plastic injection molding. In 1999, when its founder, Ernst Timm, decided to retire, he sought out 

potential buyers. Because of the lack of serious offers the company transitioned instead to an 

employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) business structure. To manage the transition, Terry 

Donovan, a retired executive from Mobil, was brought in to manage the company and act as Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO) and trustee. 

  

Despite a lean managerial team, profits are tight for the 200+ employee-owned company as 

production is subject to fluctuations of market demand.  Work on the factory floor is taxing. 

Injection of plastic melted at high temperatures into steel molds pressed together at high pressure 

makes for warm and dangerous work conditions. As joked by Donovan, there are no costs incurred 

for heating the factory floors in the winter. For workers’ safety, random drug tests are performed 

on a regular basis and those who fail are sent into remediation or terminated. All new hires are 

submitted to a 7-year background check. Results of those background checks do not preclude the 

hiring of employees but may guide the set of responsibilities bestowed onto them. The pool of 

possible employees to choose from is not a large one and this causes management to sometimes 

make hiring decisions based on a calculated degree of risk. According to Donovan, management 

is also wary of hiring several members of the same family or romantically involved but will do so 

with some vigilance and clear expectations communicated in advance to those involved.  

  

 

http://www.nordonplastics.com/nordon/company-profile
http://tinyurl.com/y3ypqcug
http://tinyurl.com/y55nhdvj
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The fraud  

Dempsey never failed a drug test. When his relationship 

with Hill became known at Nordon the management team 

decided to take the risk of keeping both employees. Hill, in 

her position of payroll specialist, had only two supervisors 

above her: an executive in charge of Human Resources 

(HR) and Accounting and CEO Donovan.  Both erroneously believed the third-party payroll 

company would not allow for Hill to override wages amounts. By mid-August 2014, Hill began 

adding unauthorized lump sums to her paychecks in addition to her earned hourly wages through 

online access to the payroll system. These paddings would more than double her take-home pay. 

She showered her boyfriend’s paychecks with similar payments.  

  

Hill became greedier as time went by and added another strategy to increase her gains, whilst 

continuing to evade detection. She was able to access and edit online personnel information in the 

payroll software. In 2015 she reinstated to the payroll system three former employees, without 

their knowledge, and issued wages in their names. She used their social security numbers and her 

bank account information to redirect the payments to her. 

  

In another attempt to elude detection, she opened two additional bank accounts in her name in 

different institutions across the US to receive the fraudulent payments.  The first bank returned the 

wired deposits to Nordon because the names of employees were not associated with Hill’s account. 

Another banking institution agreed to add names onto Hill’s account with only presentation of IDs 
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and, in fact, Hill delivered falsified IDs. On that account Hill was able to wire a total of $76,088 

in the names of former employees.  

  

Hill realized that the fictitious wages paid in the name of former employees would result in inflated 

total incomes on those employees’ W-2 forms. (Employers are required to send yearly W-2 forms 

to all their employees for tax reporting purposes. Such W-2 forms tally income earned, deductions 

taken, and taxes withheld). Hill intercepted the W-2 forms generated by the payroll company and 

substituted them for ones that she doctored by deducting the amounts she had siphoned to her 

accounts. Unaware of the fraud and forgery, the three former employees submitted their tax returns 

and paid taxes based on what they had actually earned.  

http://tinyurl.com/y3zvpthm
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The discovery 

Unfortunately for Hill, the third-party payroll 

company also sent W-2 forms for all Nordon 

employees directly to the Internal Revenue 

Services (IRS), but those included the fraudulent 

wages. The IRS detected the discrepancy with the 

amounts reported on the employees’ tax returns and in the summer of 2017 reached out to one 

former Nordon employee, who in turn contacted Nordon, immediately triggering an internal audit. 

Hill and Dempsey had left the company and moved to South Carolina a month earlier. It turns out 

their departure coincided with an upgrade of the payroll software that was adding controls to the 

system and likely would have put a stop to Hill’s payroll manipulations.  

  

The inquiry 

In a short and intense period of time, Donovan and the HR & Accounting manager undertook the 

tedious task of going through all the payroll records week by week starting back in 2014.  The 

wages improperly disbursed tallied up to $164,203 to Hill, $105,487 to Dempsey and $5,752 to 

Kana Hill’s son, who also worked at Nordon for a short period of time in 2017. The detailed audit 

work performed by the two Nordon managers made it easy for the FBI to identify the perpetrators 

of the fraud. When confronted, Kana Hill confessed right away, in the aforementioned Rock Hill 

juice bar only 7 months after having left the company. By March 2018 both had been formally 

charged.  
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Sentencing 

Given the evidence and confession, Hill and Dempsey pled guilty to one count of wire fraud on 

Sep 11, 2018. Both Hill and Dempsey retained capable attorneys and showed remorse during the 

plea negotiations with Kyle Rossi, the NY Western Court Assistant District Attorney (ADA). The 

negotiations resulted in the prosecution dropping the count of aggravated identity theft, which 

could have added 24 months to their prison terms.  

  

The plea agreement details the point system used by the prosecution for assessing the level of the 

offense: Hill was the perpetrator with the means to execute the fraud but had no criminal history 

and thus a recommendation of 33 to 51 months of incarceration was made. The judge sentenced 

Hill on Jan 29th, 2019 to 35 months of imprisonment, probation time and a combined restitution 

of $275,442 for Hill and Dempsey.  

  

Because he did not have the means to execute the fraud, Dempsey’s sentence recommendation was 

33-41 months of imprisonment. Since he had a prior history of violent crime, the judge sentenced 

him to 41 months, the higher end of the range recommended by the plea agreement. The judge has 

the latitude to go beyond the recommended sentence but in doing so he would open the door for 

the defendant’s right to submit an appeal.  

  

Neither ADA Rossi nor CEO Donovan were able to comment as to whether Dempsey had 

pressured Hill to engage in this fraud or the other way around.  During Hill’s sentencing the judge 

kept asking Hill to express a justification for her actions towards a company that treated her so 

well. Donovan, who witnessed the exchange, thought that she resisted blaming Dempsey. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0fFxZVxwTw3VVZGNTNHMWQtYXQ3d0NNcC1oNlV3QkZCSlNr/view
http://tinyurl.com/y3ybsrzp
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OZf9aN3Zp99TxKtJbpBJsK-_TqbYo_vy/view?ts=5cb39c21
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QE4hUVMEQByyIetZczZ8CBn-hm_ayGAi/view?ts=5cb39ceb
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QE4hUVMEQByyIetZczZ8CBn-hm_ayGAi/view?ts=5cb39ceb
http://tinyurl.com/yxjklhfl
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OZf9aN3Zp99TxKtJbpBJsK-_TqbYo_vy/view?ts=5cb39c21
http://tinyurl.com/y2h933d2
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Dempsey in his sentencing memorandum did highlight his passive role in the scheme in an attempt 

to have his sentence reduced. 

  

 

Lessons learned and aftermath 

When asked if he felt that the payroll company should have had more controls in place or been 

more forthcoming about the lack thereof, CEO Donovan declined to fault the payroll company, 

saying instead “It was my error.”  In fact, Nordon still contracts with the same payroll processor.  

  

A number of circumstances gave Hill the 

opportunity to commit the fraud. The system of 

separation of duties for the payroll function was 

absent at Nordon. Although Hill did have a direct 

supervisor in charge of HR and Accounting, 

his/her approval to make changes to the payroll was not needed. Hill was trusted to be operating 

independently in her duties. She verified the hours clocked by the workers and was able to override 

wages amounts into the online payroll system. She also had access to personnel data (social 

security numbers and bank account information) in the payroll system that allowed her to add and 

edit employee data. 

  

Donovan knew he was taking a risk in having little oversight; to him this was an issue of cost 

versus benefit. Nordon is a small company in an industry with tight profit margins. Keeping the 

management lean decreases overhead costs and optimizes profit. But as a result, not a lot of time 

http://tinyurl.com/yxggc52u
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and attention is spent on oversight and there lies a gamble. As Donovan points out philosophically 

“there is the classroom and there is the real world.” The loss of funds in incurring this payroll 

scheme totaled 1% of payroll. The insurance company contracted by Nordon is covering the losses. 

Nordon is “only” out about $100,000, the insurance policy’s deductible. Thankfully, the company 

will overcome the loss incurred from the fraud and be able to continue operations. 

  

The company has now opted to add more controls. One payroll clerk verifies hours clocked by the 

employees, but this clerk cannot access personnel data. The HR manager has taken on that task. 

The payroll software has implemented more robust controls and Nordon has added an internal 

auditor to the managerial team. Finally, Donovan carefully reviews the payroll journal week after 

week. Now that a fraud has become reality and its cost has a concrete price tag, the balance for 

this small company has tipped in favor of the benefit of investing in more oversight. The lessons 

taught in the fraud examination classroom have invaded this small company’s real world.  

  

  

  

Resources used: 

Face interview on 3/15/2019 with Nordon Inc.’s CEO Terry Donovan;  

Phone interview on 3/13/2019 with ADA Kyle Rossi;  

Court documents obtained from Pacer. 

Additional court documents sent by Gary Craig, investigative reporter from Democrat & 

Chronicle.  

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Aot9g-_2HoV8YUHexcsWK--ZORtuPphDFmas31D-MtA/edit
http://tinyurl.com/y4ahyye2
http://tinyurl.com/y32fqdou
http://tinyurl.com/y3995cfs
http://tinyurl.com/yyatxl3h
https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2018/09/13/employees-plastics-company-nordon-admit-275-000-fraud-nordon-rochester-kana-hill-aaron-dempsey/1280191002/
https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2018/09/13/employees-plastics-company-nordon-admit-275-000-fraud-nordon-rochester-kana-hill-aaron-dempsey/1280191002/
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Requirements: 

1) Summarize in a few sentences the fraud that was perpetrated in the case outlined above.  

2) What kind of fraud was committed? Review the Fraud Tree, Occupational Fraud and Abuse 

Classification System. 

3) From your readings in Chapter 6 of the Fraud Examination textbook, give the definition of the 

terms “salary scheme” and “ghost employee”. 

4) How much cash did the perpetrators steal from Nordon using the various strategies?  

5) Based on the information available from the 2018 ACFE’s Report to the Nations on Fraud and 

Abuse, what portion of fraud cases involve payroll fraud and what is the median loss and average 

duration?  

6) How could the scheme have gone on for so long without being discovered?  

7) List all the controls that Kana Hill was able to circumvent and how she succeeded in doing so. 

8) How was the scheme ultimately discovered?  

9) What was the resolution of the case in the court system? What was the court’s sentence for each 

of the perpetrators?  

10) Could the prosecution on behalf of the IRS have filed tax evasion fraud against Hill and 

Dempsey?  

11) Define the term “collusion”. Was collusion necessary for this scheme to take place? Based on 

chapter 1 of the textbook, what is the effect of number of perpetrators involved on the scale of 

gains? 

12) Describe the control environment at Nordon prior to the discovery of the fraud. How did this 

control environment contribute to the fraud being perpetrated?  

13) Discuss the challenges faced by small companies for oversight of the payroll function. 

http://www.acfe.com/uploadedFiles/ACFE_Website/Content/rttn/2016/fraud-tree.pdf
http://www.acfe.com/uploadedFiles/ACFE_Website/Content/rttn/2016/fraud-tree.pdf
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14) What improvements in internal controls were made at Nordon? Can you estimate the cost this 

increase in oversight is costing Nordon?  Can you think of cheaper controls that could be put in 

place to increase oversight without increasing overhead costs as much? 

15) Based on the sentencing statements from the defense/defendants what were the pressures 

exerted on the 2 perpetrators? 

  

 
 


